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Abstract

We have investigated an assessment technique for studying the failure tolerance of large�scale
component�based information systems� Our technique assesses the propagation of information
through the interfaces between objects in order to predict how software will behave when cor�
rupt information gets passed� Our approach is applicable to both source code and executable
commercial o��the�shelf �COTS� components� The key bene�t of our approach is that it can assess
the failure tolerance of legacy systems composed entirely of executable software components�
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� Introduction

Information systems are the most complex artifacts in human history� Today	s information systems
often include distributed hardware and distributed software components� both of which engage in
interactions with other machines and humans� The number of di�erent failure modes for just one
of these components can be intractably large� When all components are considered in combination�
the number of di�erent ways that a system failure can occur becomes �e�ectively in�nite�� For
example� consider the failure modes for a human operator of a nuclear power plant when � di�erent
warnings occur simultaneously� Unfortunately� current software reliability theories often make
illogical assumptions �e�g�� assuming failure independence or completely known failure modes��
The truth is that we do not know where the weakest link is in most systems� Furthermore� the
location of the weakest link can change with the slightest deviation in the way a system is used�
This makes the problem that much harder�

This problem is exacerbated by modern computational approaches such as object�oriented pro�
gramming and Web�based development� Such new technologies introduce the possibility that pro�
grams can no longer be treated as monolithic entities� Instead� modern programs are likely made up
of thousands or millions of little parts distributed globally� executing whenever called� and acting as
parts of one or more complex systems� These distributed technologies create a scalability problem



for virtually all existing software assessment metrics�
Our approach begins by considering the following initial question� should we attempt to analyze

a system�s code when attempting to assess weaknesses in the software�s code or might we be able

to ignore the code completely� Since today	s systems are by nature very large and source code
is often unavailable� the answer to this question is forced on us� we must create a solution that

is source�code independent� Legacy code introduces a related reason for ignoring the source code
in favor of concentrating on analyzing other system aspects � often� legacy source code is either
unavailable or the source is written in an out�dated language� But if the code is ignored� what is
left to be analyzed for failure tolerance� The answer to this question is� the behavior of the code

�i�e�� how the code runs� and the interfaces between code objects �i�e�� component interfaces��
Our approach assesses the robustness of large�scale systems �that will almost certainly be built

from distributed objects� by assessing the robustness of the interfaces between the objects in order
to predict how the software will behave when anomalies arise� Our approach does not address the
issue of the probability that anomalies will occur� However our de�nition for robustness will be
broader than is generally employed� here� robustness is the ability of a system to generate only
outputs that are acceptable� regardless of the circumstances that could occur during execution�
Furthermore� there are varying degrees of robustness that can be assigned � robustness is not an
all or nothing proposition�

The greatest impetus for using component�based technology is the potential gain in productiv�
ity� Today� organizations tout modern product�cycle times of ��� months � a four�fold decrease
over the usual ��� months of the past� Speeding the product�cycle requires enormous success in
making reusable components of fundamental objects in order to reuse them in a large percentage
of software development projects� To make this happen� a development manager must be con��
dent that fundamental objects constructed throughout an organization �and perhaps outside an
organization� are compatible and reliable for his or her application� Interestingly� almost ��� of
bugs are detected after component integration and not during component development and testing
�a number cited as industry standard�� Hence developing technologies for decreasing the costs of
component composition is imperative�

Complex systems are made up of two key entities� �� components� and ��� interfaces between
components� In her book �Safeware� ���� Leveson acknowledges the necessary role of interfaces in
composing complex systems �page ����

One way to deal with complexity is to break the complex object into pieces or modules�
For very large programs� separating the program into modules can reduce individual
component complexity� However� the large number of interfaces created introduce un�
controllable complexity into the design� The more small components there are� the
more complex the interface becomes� Errors occur because the human mind is unable
to comprehend the many conditions that can arise through interactions of these com�
ponents� An interface between two programs is comprised of all the assumptions that
the programs make about each other � � �When changes are made� the entire structure
collapses�

Later in the same work� Leveson succinctly describes the importance of thwarting the propagation
of failures through the many interfaces that complex systems employ �page ����

A tightly coupled system is highly interdependent� Each part is linked to many other
parts� so that a failure or unplanned behavior in one can rapidly a�ect the status of
others� A malfunctioning part in a tightly coupled system cannot be easily isolated�
either because there is insu�cient time to close it o� or because its failure a�ects too



many other parts� even if the failure does not happen quickly� � � �Accidents in tightly
coupled systems are a result of unplanned interactions� These interactions can cause a
domino e�ect that eventually leads to a hazardous system state� Coupling exacerbates
these problems because of the increased number of interfaces and potential interactions�
Small failures can propagate unexpectedly�

The realization that the quality of today	s systems is dependent on the quality of component
interfaces led us to develop a fault�injection methodology that zeros in on software interfaces� The
purpose of our method is to assess the strength �or what we will later call the �failure tolerance��
of the interfaces with respect to component failures and problems that may enter the system
from external sources� Our method can be applied both to source code and to interfaces between
executable components� However� the bulk of this work pertains to analyzing interfaces between
executable components�

Interfaces are the mechanisms by which information is passed between components during
processing� with the �nal interface being the mechanism through which any output passes to
the user� Our technique observes the way that the system reacts when we intentionally corrupt
data passing through it� The robustness of an interface under simulated stress provides valuable
information about the likelihood that the interface will produce acceptable results when the stress
is real �i�e�� in real everyday use after release�� The robustness of a system is a prediction of the
likelihood that malicious or non�malicious anomalies from software components or external sources
will result in a loss�of�mission�

Robustness refers to the production of system output states that do not result in a loss�of�
mission or loss�of�functionality� Software propagation metrics measure the dynamic properties of
how corrupt information �ows through software as it executes� the idea being to observe corruption
in some program state that exists after the original corruption was observed� If it is impossible for
corrupt information to occur� then robustness is no longer an issue� However� if it is possible for
corrupt information to enter in the state of a system� then safety and security are at risk�

There are a few additional terms that we must de�ne �somewhat loosely in order to not get
bogged down in formalisms�� Propagation of state corruption occurs from one state to a later state
if every state between the two becomes corrupted� The exact manner by which the two states
on either �end� of a propagation chain are corrupted is not necessarily important� We say that
if component A sends information into component B� then A is the predecessor of B and B is the
successor of A� For each component� we de�ne its entrance interface as the interface that reads
information in to the component� and its exit interface as the interface that passes information out
from the component�

The speci�c type robustness that we will focus on is termed failure tolerance� Failure tolerance
refers to the ability of a program to produce acceptable output� regardless of what potential problems
arise during execution� �Fault�tolerance is a very similar term� but usually refers to behavior in the
presence of software problems� Failure tolerance� on the other hand� encompasses both software
problems� human factors� and hardware problems�� Until we are capable of demonstrating interface
failure tolerance� the goal of composing high�assurance systems from COTS components will remain
unsatis�ed�

There are three broad classes of techniques for demonstrating failure tolerance
of component�based systems�

Composable�analytical� These techniques construct models of systems based on the failure
dependency relationship between components� Then formulae are used to mathematically
estimate the failure tolerance of the resulting system based on failure rates of individual
components� �These techniques usually assume that components fail independently��



System�level� These techniques analyze the complete system as an entity composed of sub�entities
and employ techniques such as system�level testing and fault�injection�

Formal� These techniques prove both properties about the composition that must be true and
properties about the individual components that must be true �including output behaviors
that sometimes cannot be observed��

Of these three broad categories� our e�ort is classi�ed as a system�level technique for analyzing
robustness of systems composed of COTS software components�

Software components can be combined in series and parallel just as mechanical systems are�
The most common way to combine components �whether physical or software� is to connect them
one after another in a series� When physical components are connected in a series� the quality of
the whole is necessarily less than or equal to that of the worst component �e�g�� a chain is only as
strong as its weakest link�� However� in the case of software� this may not be true � sometimes the
interactions between two or more faulty components may actually make the system more reliable
�since faults may have the e�ect canceling each other out��

Another way of composing systems from components involves connecting components in parallel�
Parallel component construction of physical systems is employed as a mechanism for increasing
overall quality through redundancy �e�g�� two chains are better than one�� As in the serial case� when
the parallel paradigm is applied to software� the expected increase in quality through redundancy
may not occur � the two parallel components may each break in the same way� It is apparent that
quality�based arguments for designing from components in engineering physical systems cannot be
straightforwardly co�opted for use in software systems� Instead� another approach is required�

For this reason� it is correct to assume that hardware engineering reliability theories are not
applicable to component�based failure tolerance models� Our approach side�steps the standard
series and parallel concerns� and instead focuses on the quality of a system	s interfaces�� By
not looking at robustness solely as a dependability problem� we are able to explicitly ignore the
series�parallel construction of components� The results of our interface�based analysis technique
are only implicitly dependent on the series�parallel construction of component	s interconnectivity�

Our approach is based on a fault�injection method for measuring software attributes such as
software testability� safety� and information system vulnerability ���� Unlike previous implementa�
tions of this method� our solution here does not assume access to component source�code� As a
result� one key bene�t of our technique is that it will analyze the failure tolerance of legacy systems
that may be composed of COTS software components� Our technique also provides a prediction of
future failure tolerance in case additional COTS components are added to legacy systems� We can
provide this prediction without requiring formal semantics for the components or for the system
as a whole� Because of this characteristic� our technique can be applied to existing systems that
often do not have formal speci�cations � speci�cations that often require extensive analysis and�or
re�engineering to develop�

We contend that system�wide failure tolerance can be improved through the use of high�quality�
robust interfaces� As an illustration� suppose that a system has two existing components� A and B�
connected in series� Suppose further that in the environments where these components were used
in the past� they demonstrated high quality� The concerns for the quality of a new composition of
the two components will be a combination of�

� the quality of the interfaces between A and B� and

�Global parameters are considered as a part of the interface in our model�



� a determination as to whether the failure of the �rst component executed �A� is likely to
cause failure of the second component �B� �which in this case would result in a failure of the
composite��

� Interface Propagation Analysis

System integrators are often surprised when a system behaves incorrectly even though previous
unit testing had indicated that the components were all independently reliable� This disappointing
problem is a direct result of the fact that the testing environment is often di�erent from the eventual
integration and user environment� Many times� developers have expectations for software that are
unrealistically high� That is� they expect software to work correctly in all environments if they show
it works correctly in one� A similar expectation would never be applied in the case of hardware�
For example� we would not expect a computer motherboard to work correctly while immersed in a
liquid sodium bath just because it worked correctly in normal atmospheric conditions� Apparently
our expectations for software are in need of radical adjustment� We need to more carefully consider
the environment in which a software component runs� The environment of a software component
encompasses the distribution of inputs that the interface deliver� The environment can also include
aspects of the machine� operating system� database� etc�� however in this paper we will focus solely
on the input information that the interfaces delivers� In addition� a hypothetical test distribution
may be dramatically di�erent from the actual use distribution�

Our approach� which we will call Interface Propagation Analysis �IPA�� will be applicable to
complete computer systems� including interfaces between the hardware and software� as well as
interfaces between the di�erent system layers� This new approach involves observing how corruption
propagates across components and within components� This is based on the fact that all corrupt
information must originate either� �� in a component� ��� at an interface between components� or
��� at an interface between a component and the external environment�

In our approach� �propagation across� a component will be analyzed �rst by applying fault�
injection mechanisms termed �perturbation functions� �See ���� to interfaces feeding into compo�
nents and then by analyzing component exit interfaces and determining whether the corruption
propagated� It is possible to determine this information for any particular component without
recourse to knowledge about other system components� Our basic algorithm for �nding the pro�
portion of times that a corruption crosses a component C is shown below�

� Set temporary variable count to ��

�� Randomly select an incoming parameter set for C from the distribution of data values that
are likely to enter it� Global parameters make up part of this data tuple�

�� Perturb the sampled value of some variable a in this data tuple if the value of a has already
been de�ned� else set a to a random value� Execute the component on both the perturbed
data set and the original data set� �This can be done either synchronously in parallel or in
serial order��

�� Determine if the outcomes from executing with the perturbed data set and executing with
the unperturbed original data set are di�erent� If so� increment count� Note that count

may also be incremented if an in�nite loop occurs and the component does not terminate in
either of the two cases� �We suggest simply setting a time limit for termination� If execution
is not �nished within the given time interval� we can safely assume that an in�nite loop has
occurred��



�� Repeat algorithm steps ��� n times�

�� Divide count by n �  yielding the proportion of times that propagation crosses C when C

receives corrupt data�

This algorithm can be applied to both source and executable components� The quantity derived
by this algorithm is a function of three things� component C� the manner by which the corruption
occurs� and the distribution of incoming data tuples that can enter the component� The �nal
quantitative measure will also be dependent on the environment that surrounds C�

��� Propagation with Source Code

The central ideas of our approach here have origins in Sensitivity Analysis �SA� ��� �� �� SA
is a source�code�based technique that performs fault�injection on source�code constructs such as
conditional statements� assignment statements� etc�

Figure B

Figure A

A B

A1 B A2
I1 I2 I3

Figure � Two distinct ways of understanding component connectivity� In both of these examples�
component A calls component B� after which A uses B	s results to do further computation�

We will begin with a speci�c example to illustrate our approach for studying �propagation
across�� For this example� we will assume the existence of component source code� Figure A shows
two components �A and B� where A calls B� and B passes back some result to A� and A sends output
to the external environment or another component� In Figure B� a di�erent representation of the
same connectivity is shown� here� A is partitioned into two sub�components � those instructions
executed before the call to B are placed in a new component A�� while those instructions of A that
are executed after the call to B are placed in another new component� A�� By viewing the problem
in this manner� we can easily isolate the two distinct interfaces that pass information in and out of
B� namely I� and I�� as well as the one interface �I�� that passes the results from A� to the next
component or environment �not shown�� Isolating the interfaces and considering their individual

failure tolerances is essential to the goal of creating failure�tolerant systems� If I�� I�� and I� are
robust enough� this will ensure that the system created by their composition produces acceptable
�if not optimal� output even if the code in A or B is faulty�

Suppose that the boxes in Figure A represent the following code segment�



Function A �var�� var�� var�� �������

�

	additional code


�

B�param�� param�� param���

�

�

Return�param���

End�

Further suppose that A and B are correct components� with one caveat in the form of a bug� the call
to B inside A should take parameters B�param�� param�� param�� instead of B�param�� param��

param�� as shown� The existence of the bug means that the environment in which B must operate
in the actual system �with the incorrect call� is likely to be greatly di�erent than the environment it
was coded for �i�e�� B	s programmers expected it to operate with di�erent inputs than it is actually
getting�� This faulty interface may be di�cult to detect during integration testing� and may not be
caught during unit testing of A because B will likely be stubbed out �i�e�� assumed to return correct
information�� However� by corrupting the data in param� via interface propagation analysis� and
assuming that param� does not equal param�� we can observe what will happen to the composite
if information carried by second parameter �from A to B� becomes corrupted�

��� �Propagation across� for Executable Code

Now� we will relax the assumption that we have access to source code� Without this� SA will
require theoretical adjustments and implementation adjustments in order to be applied to large�
scale COTS systems like the ones we are interested in� These adjustments were the main challenges
of this project� Of critical concern is the addition of mechanisms that can handle message passing
between components�

The problem of assessing the impact of using COTS components in integrated systems has only
become a concern within the last � years� as the expense of customized systems has sky�rocketed�
Our approach separates the problem of fault propagation in a system of COTS components into two
subproblems� �� propagation of corruption across a COTS component� and ��� intra�component
propagation that a�ects the output of a COTS component� Here in Section ���� we discuss �prop�
agation across�� Section ��� discusses the di�culty of assessing intra�component propagation for
executable components�

A B

Operating System Word Processor

Figure �� System S composed of two COTS components in a series�

To explain our approach to COTS systems� consider the system in Figure �� Figure � represents
a legacy system� S� comprised of two COTS components in a series� To implement the information�
�ow shown in Figure �� suppose that there exists a main program that is composed of a recursive�like
series of calls where A returns a result to B�

Program

B�A��



End�

Suppose� however� that a new executable component� D� is needed in S between components A and
B� as shown in Figure �� The code for S is now�

Program

B�D�A���

End�

A B

Operating System Word Processor

Memory optimizer

D

Figure �� System S now composed of three COTS components in a series�

The designer of S will certainly want to know whether D will seamlessly integrate into S� To
discover whether or not this is the case� we will answer the following questions�

Question �� If D is faulty� will its incorrectness propagate and a�ect the functionality of S�

Question �� If D is correct� but the interface between A and D is faulty� will that propagate and
a�ect the functionality of S�

Question �� If D is correct� but the interface between B and D is faulty� will that propagate and
a�ect the functionality of S�

Question �� Might D exacerbate any existing problems in A or B that have thus far escaped notice
since they did not noticeably degrade S	s functionality�

To answer Question � IPA will inject simulated faults �representing possible faults in D� into the out�
put of D serving as B	s parameter� by instrumenting the main code as follows� B�fault�inject��D�A����
To answer Questions � and �� IPA will simulate incorrect interfaces between A and D as well as
between between D and B �including such problems such as incorrect parameter orderings and in�
correct parameters� by instrumenting the main code as follows� B�D�fault�inject��A��� and
B�fault�inject��D�A���� Note that the fault injection functions which answer Question  and
Question � di�er in which parameters are tweaked� To answer Question �� IPA will attempt vari�
ous combinations of events� using code such as� B�fault�inject��D�fault�inject��A����� Once
partial answers to all four questions have been established� we gain insight into how likely it is that
our modi�ed S will continue to perform satisfactorily after the addition of D�

��� Intra�component Propagation for Executable Code

Intra�component fault propagation assesses the likelihood that a component will spontaneously
produce corrupted output even when the component did not receive corrupt input information
via its input interfaces� For source code components� this issue has been solved� as existing �and
commercialized� techniques to assess this behavior have been developed� However� fault�injection



techniques for executable components that would help predict intra�component propagation do not
yet exist�

Our failure tolerance metric for �propagation across� is based on always corrupting some portion
of the incoming interface in order to compute the proportion of times that the outgoing interface
of the latter component re�ects this corruption� For an operational environment� this assumption
may produce lower predictions of robustness� In reality� the proportion of times that an incoming
interface is actually corrupt will often be less than ���� To more accurately determine the fault�
propagation probability of a system composed of some component A and its predecessor components�
we need to assess the intra�component fault propagation for A	s predecessors� This information can
then be combined with the �propagation across� information for A to accurately determine the
propagation probability for the composite�

� Implementing Interface Propagation Analysis

We now describe plans for how B�fault�inject��D�A��� and B�D�fault�inject��A��� will be
implemented�

Perturbation functions change data that the program has access to� without changing the code
itself� A perturbation function� flipBit� will be employed that allows a user to �ip any memory
bit �or bits� that an interface passes� from � to  or vice�versa� The �rst argument to function
flipBit is the original value that we wish to corrupt� The second argument is the bit to be �ipped
�we assume little�endian notation�� The corruptions generated by flipBit simulate programmer
�aws� human factor errors� design �aws� and corruptions coming in to a component from other
external sources�

The function flipBit can be written in C as shown below and then linked with the executable�
NOTE� The  represents the XOR operation in C and the �� operator represents a SHIFT�LEFT of
y positions� Also� � represents the negation operator�

void flipBit�int �var� int y�

�

�var � �var  �� �� y���

�

flipBit can be used to model various kinds of program state corruptions� including�

� all bits high� void allBitsHigh�int �var�

�

�var � ��int�����

�

� all bits low� void allBitsLow�int �var�

�

�var � ��int����

�

� random bit patterns� void randomPattern�int �var�

�

�var � lrand����� �� where lrand���� returns ��

�� a pseudo�random integer ��

�



� o��by�one� void offByOne�int �var�

�

if �lrand���� � �� �� add � if random integer is odd ��

�var � �var � ��

else �� otherwise subtract one� ��

�var � �var � ��

�

� n random bits �ipped� �n � ��

void flipNbits�int �var� int n�

�

int bits � �� int bitPos � ��

int i�j�k� int xbit�

for �i � �� i � n� i��� �� set n bits in the integer �bits� ��

�

bits �� bitPos�

bitPos ��� ��

�

for �j � �� j � sizeof�int� � �� j��� �� shuffle the bits ��

�

xbit � lrand���� � �sizeof�int� � ���

if �����bits � �� �� xbit��� �� ����bits � �� �� j����

�

flipBit��bits� xbit��

flipBit��bits� j��

�

�

for �k � �� k � sizeof�int� � �� k���

if �bits � �� �� k��

flipBit�var� k��

�

� Summary

By corrupting data at the interface level� we free ourselves from worrying about how the information
may have become corrupt� We need not determine whether component A produced a wrong value�
whether the parameters to and from A were right or wrong� or even whether some component �or
user� may have fed bad information into A� Our approach simulates instances of these error classes�
If interface testing suggests that operational deployment will result in composite failure when
the second parameter is corrupt� for example� we immediately recognize the second parameter	s
importance to the composite�

Our methodology o�ers a scalable approach to assessing the robustness of large�scale systems
based on COTS components� By starting from traditional source�code�based fault�injection tech�
niques� we have outlined a means for analyzing interface failure tolerance for COTS�based systems�
This methodology o�ers four distinct advantages�

Advantage � Once the decision has been made to integrate a new component into an existing
system� it is prudent to try to determine what the possible e�ects of integration will be� Our



methodology employs fault�injection to answer fundamental questions about the integration
of new components into both legacy systems and new systems� By attempting to answer
these questions at the interface level� it may be possible to extend our technology toward
predicting the impact of characteristics such as common�mode failures�

Advantage � The results of this research should signi�cantly enhance the state�of�the�art in soft�
ware quality measurement� Considering the relative weakness of software engineering theory
by contrast to traditional engineering theories� it is clear that new rigorous approaches are
required� Development of better analyses for interfaces may play a role in moving software
development �based on software components� away from an art to a science�

Advantage � Our approach takes a black�box view of software components� This is vital if we are
to develop a plausible component�based software engineering theory without falling back on
source code analysis� Today	s information systems are made up of many di�erent layers� from
the innermost kernel to the outermost application layer� If our methodology works as well as
we expect� it should be able to predict interface vulnerability between application layers�

Advantage � Today	s systems are increasingly object�based� with message�passing handling ob�
ject communication� Our approach is applicable to this programming paradigm�

In summary� predictions of component�to�component interface propagation provide a portion of
the information necessary to predict failure tolerance of large�scale information systems� Our
methodology can help ensure that the all�important interfaces are robust�
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